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Blockchain/Cryptocurrency: What’s Been Going On?  
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1. Facebook/Libra: Governments have concerns. So do some other crypto-enthusiasts. But 
some like it.  

2. Bitcoin/Crypto prices rebound—Results: 

a. Bitcoin trading increasingly using USD Tether: Cryptocurrency demand and cheaper trading 
costs versus fiat have increased “reported” volumes of BTC to Tether.  

b. Claims of more institutional activity: Anecdotally, there is a resurgence in institutional 
interest. 

c. Activity: Trading volumes have rebounded, but well below peaks, and even below volumes 
when last at these price levels. 

3. ICOs have largely stopped—now there are IEOs (Initial Exchange Offerings): Initiatives 
now issuing through exchanges which handle KYC, etc. More centralization through 
exchanges.  

4. Environmental issues tied to Bitcoin mining likely to reemerge.  

 

Four Key Takeaways 
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Breaking It Down: Libra & Calibra 

What is Libra? 
In June, Facebook 
announced the plan to 
launch a global and digitally 
native reserve-based 
cryptocurrency with the 
goal of enabling money 
transfer in a low cost and 
secure way. Libra will 
function as a “stablecoin,” 
meaning that it will be 
backed by a reserve of real 
assets.  

What is Calibra? 
The digital wallet that will 
store the Libra currency. 
This wallet will be offered for 
use via Facebook as well as 
Facebook’s messenger apps 
(including WhatsApp).  
 

Source: Facebook, Morgan Stanley Research 

https://libra.org/en-US/white-paper/
https://libra.org/en-US/white-paper/
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Breaking It Down: The Libra Association 

What is the Libra Association? 
An independent, not-for-profit membership 
organization which will oversee the 
development of the token.  
• Each founding member paid a minimum of 

$10mn to join 
• Each founding member gained one vote in 

the Libra Association council 
• Each founding member may be entitled to 

share part of the dividends from interest 
earned on the Libra reserve 
(proportionate to their investment) 

At creation, there are 28 founding members 
(right). 

Source: Facebook, Techcrunch, Morgan Stanley Research 
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• We believe Libra will face challenges and regulatory hurdles. 
The Mastercard executive handling the Libra relationship 
said in a Reuters article, “Facebook's cryptocurrency 
ambitions face privacy concerns, political backlash” that 
there have been discussions with lenders who are waiting to 
see how regulators and consumers respond to the project 
before deciding whether to join. Despite investing ~$10mn 
each into the partnership, we believe the companies view 
this opportunity cautiously.  

 

• Libra may be able to improve cross border commerce but it 
will look a lot like other efforts to hold money “on platform” 
such as gift cards, legacy PYPL, SQ Cash App, etc. The 
difference is that FB courted “partners” to put up capital to 
allow faster and more stable rates on cross border, making 
cross border commerce better for consumers.  

 

 

 

Libra: Our Perspective vs. Media Perspective 

Source: Facebook, Reuters, Morgan Stanley Research 

Our Perspective Media Perspective 

https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-crypto/facebooks-cryptocurrency-ambitions-face-privacy-concerns-political-backlash-idUKKCN1TJ0TN
https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-crypto/facebooks-cryptocurrency-ambitions-face-privacy-concerns-political-backlash-idUKKCN1TJ0TN
https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-crypto/facebooks-cryptocurrency-ambitions-face-privacy-concerns-political-backlash-idUKKCN1TJ0TN
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• We do not see Libra as a major threat to the networks (e.g. Visa, Mastercard). However, we do think that V/MA’s 
participation in the Libra group increases the political and regulatory risk for both companies.  

• Both companies support Libra as founding members of the Libra Association and each invested ~$10mn, giving them a say in the 
platform's direction.  

• We do not see the platform's digital wallet, Calibra, taking share from PYPL since it is entering an already crowded space.  

• We think that Libra is less of a true blockchain-based currency, and more of a secured intermediary between traditional 
currencies and certain marketplaces, at least based on the released details. This is also known as stablecoin. 

• WeChat/Tencent have transformed the Chinese payments industry with their digital wallets. However, both platforms utilize 
Chinese Yuan, instead of their own currency or a stablecoin.  

• Other blockchain-based currencies tend to have no singular targeted use case, are primarily vehicles for speculation/often offer 
anonymous transacting rather than reducing payments friction, and tend to pursue decentralization. Libra is clearly designed to 
hold a relatively stable value, and is going to start at least with permissioned validation and backing from select partners.  

 

Libra: The Payments Perspective 
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Libra: The Payments Perspective 

Source: Morgan Stanley Research 
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• With opportunities like Instagram commerce growing to ~$4bn+ annually and future 
opportunities through FB/Messenger/WhatsApp, it is important for the company to create 
a frictionless, scaled payment option. Additionally, we believe FB is likely to have to fund 
rewards to drive Libra user adoption. (What's in the Horoscope? 6 Questions on FB's 
Libra Cryptocurrency) 

 

 

Libra: The Internet Perspective 

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/f21f6026-91c7-11e9-8c5e-f495805a8594?ch=rpext&sch=sr&sr=1
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/f21f6026-91c7-11e9-8c5e-f495805a8594?ch=rpext&sch=sr&sr=1
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/f21f6026-91c7-11e9-8c5e-f495805a8594?ch=rpext&sch=sr&sr=1
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• What legitimate corporate or consumer global payments need exists that a FB-led crypto consortium can uniquely fill? In our view, none. In the 
US, consumers can already send each other funds peer-to-peer (P2P) with either Zelle or PayPal and corporates can send money via the clearing 
house real time payment network that started last year.(Large Cap Banks: What Large Cap Bank Investors Are Asking: Does FB Really Want to 
Reinvent the Fed?) 

• Stablecoin challenges Central Bank Authority while utilizing Central Bank assets as backing for transaction.  Expect significant regulatory 
response.  Vice Chair Quarles (who doubles as Chair of the Financial Stability Board) said one of the mandates coming out of the G20 meeting in 
July is for the FSB to look at stablecoins… “we will be deeply engaged over the next several months” on this topic (at 1:21:50)  

• Concern around Libra as a tool for money laundering. The Libra white paper states that “Libra Blockchain is pseudonymous and allows users to 
hold one or more addresses that are not linked to their real-world identity.” Inconsistent with Anti-Money Laundering/Bank Secrecy Act rules. Banks 
that have not met these criteria have faced significant fines and costs to ensure their information systems meet regulatory standards. 

• Unproven claims on efficiency. Users will be charged when exchanging fiat into Libra and vice versa.  Will this be more efficient than the FX with 
$5T+ in daily average trading volume? 

• Will JPM ultimately have a better mousetrap? JPM’s Interbank Information Network (IIN), powered by Quorum, a permissioned variant of the 
Ethereum blockchain, currently offers AML/KYC connectivity between 259 banks across the globe.  We expect that payments will eventually be 
turned on too by leveraging JPM Coin. Perhaps the Libra discussion encourages that to happen sooner.   

Libra: The Banking Perspective 

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/fc1b15a6-9411-11e9-8c5e-f495805a8594?ch=outlookbot
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/fc1b15a6-9411-11e9-8c5e-f495805a8594?ch=outlookbot
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/fc1b15a6-9411-11e9-8c5e-f495805a8594?ch=outlookbot
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/fc1b15a6-9411-11e9-8c5e-f495805a8594?ch=outlookbot
https://bipartisanpolicy.org/event/keynote-conversation-with-randal-quarles-federal-reserve-vice-chair-monetary-policy-financial-regulation-the-fed/
https://www.jpmorgan.com/global/treasury-services/IIN
https://www.jpmorgan.com/global/news/digital-coin-payments
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“Given the company’s troubled past, I am requesting that Facebook 
agree to a moratorium on any movement forward on developing a 
cryptocurrency until Congress and regulators have the opportunity to 
examine these issues and take action. Facebook executives should 
also come before the Committee to provide testimony on these 
issues.” 
 

 

 

 

“Because Facebook is already in the hands of over a quarter of the 
world’s population, it is imperative that Facebook and its partners 
immediately cease implementation plans until regulators and 
Congress have an opportunity to examine these issues and take 
action. During this moratorium, we intend to hold public hearings on 
the risks and benefits of cryptocurrency-based activities and explore 
legislative solutions. Failure to cease implementation before we can 
do so, risks a new Swiss-based financial system that is too big to fail.” 
– Maxine Waters (Chairwoman House Financial Services Committee) 
 
 

 

Libra: The Congressional Perspective 

Source: financialservices.house.gov, Morgan Stanley Research 

June 18 July 2 
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Key Dates:  

• July 16th: The U.S. Senate Banking Committee hearing  

• July 17th: House Financial Services Committee hearing 

 

Libra Representation:  

• David Marcus – Head of Calibra at Facebook 

• On Tuesday July 9th, Marcus responded to questions from the U.S. Senate Banking Committee by 
saying, “We understand that big ideas take time, that policymakers and others are raising important 
questions, and that we can’t do this alone. We want, and need, governments, central banks, regulators, 
non-profits, and other stakeholders at the table and value all of the feedback we have received.” 
 
 

Libra Regulation: What to Expect Next?  

Source: coindesk, CNBC, PYMNTS, Morgan Stanley Research 

https://www.pymnts.com/cryptocurrency/2019/libra-head-defends-crypto-project-house-financial-services-chair/
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Libra: Currency Creation and the Reserve that Backs Libra 

Source: Macrobond, Morgan Stanley Research 

Which currencies could be included?  
• Require: High credit rating, low inflation, low volatility, liquid, front-end rates 

markets. The cash flow from these investments are paying for the operation of 
Libra so positively yielding assets are required on average. Limited to USD, CAD 
and GBP in DM and potentially some low inflation EMs. EUR likely included but 
interest is negative so other currencies’ asset yields need to compensate for that. 
 

• Libra compares the system with the HKMA’s currency board but notes the HKMA  
only manage versus one fiat currency, the US dollar, Libra will have several.  

• Libra is to be backed by a portfolio of assets called the “reserve” which is why it can be called a stablecoin. 
 

• When the reserve is first created the funds come from two places: 
1) Investors buy a separate investment token (give Facebook fiat in return for token) 
2) Any users convert fiat to Libra (give Facebook fiat in return for Libra) 
Reserve size will grow with more users converting their fiat to Libra  
 

• The reserve will be allocated into low volatility liquid assets denominated in multiple currencies such as: 
- Bank deposits  
- Short dated government securities 
- Anything else with low volatility 

https://libra.org/en-US/about-currency-reserve/#the_reserve
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 Exchange Libra for products and services from vendors on the Libra blockchain.  

 Exchange Libra for select fiat currencies via authorized resellers (like market makers) for  a spread relative to the 
value of the reserve.  

x No interest received even if deposit rates are high for one of the currencies in the reserve. E.g. US deposit rates 
are currently over 2%. The interest earned goes towards Facebook’s costs for running the system and to pay 
dividends to initial investors.  

• FX: If a user wants to convert their Libra to local fiat currency (e.g. EUR) they will be exposed to the daily 
fluctuations of their local fiat currency to the value of the reserve. As most currency pairs trade versus US dollar, 
we assume in the end the user is just exposed to the fluctuations of the US dollar.  

• Volatility: The user will also be exposed to the daily liquidity of the reserve relative to the “authorised reseller” or 
market maker that they go to. On days of high fiat currency volatility (e.g. 3% move in EURUSD) then the user will 
be exposed to those changes depending on how frequently during the day the authorised reseller adjusts their 
exchange rate for Libra.  

 

Libra: What Owners of Libra Can and Can’t do with the Currency 

Source: Facebook, Morgan Stanley Research 
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• The design of the Libra infrastructure assumes the following for the countries where users are located/fiat currencies exchange for Libra: 

– Inflation remains low (assume < 2.5%) 

–  Fiat currency volatility is low versus US dollar  

– Central bank rates remain low. 

• The system incentivises spending within the ecosystem over saving in Libra.  
For example when a country’s inflation rate starts to rise: 

– Within the current central bank system, bank deposit rates theoretically would rise with inflation. A saver can thus receive interest by depositing 
money in a bank. The value of the currency is thus eroded less than… 

– Within the Libra system, Facebook will take the fiat currency and earn the interest by depositing it in the bank. Facebook receives the interest 
and the user receives only access to the Libra network. Libra currency valuation from the users’ perspective will decline over time.  

• Libra wants to focus on capital preservation but as long as Libra is backed by fiat currency and real deposit rates are positive (interest received is 
higher than rate of inflation) then from  a currency perspective the only benefits the user gains are the use of the payment network and possibly 
discounts from vendors.  
Conclusion: Libra aims to be an alternative payment vehicle (currency) to the US dollar and other fiat but instead of offering interest rates 
for depositing/lending, they will offer payment services on the network (either for discounts/speed of transaction).  

 

 

 

 

Libra: The Macro Economic/Exchange Rate Considerations 

Source: Facebook, Morgan Stanley Research 
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• How likely is Libra able to work through its regulatory struggles? Will the cryptocurrency survive if any of 
their partners back out? We expect to hear analysts question Visa and Mastercard’s involvement during 
the upcoming earnings cycle.  

• Binance, one of the world’s largest cryptocurrency exchanges by trading volume, will soon launch its 
capability for futures trading. How will Binance continue to dominate the space despite hacks and other 
regulatory issues?   

• On April 25th, the New York Attorney General sued Bitfinex and Tether for all documents pertaining to an 
alleged ~$850mn loss. USDT is the most widely used stablecoin but after Binance suffered a $40mn 
hack, the company suspended deposits and withdrawals for a week. What would happen to crypto 
markets should USDT availability dry up?  

• As we see a shift in funding from ICOs to IEOs, how will this impact the overall space? Where will IEOs 
look for funding and would institutions play a part in this? Will lack of technology development cause 
Bitcoin dominance to rise and see reduced trading in altcoins?  

Questions for Further Exploration 

https://ag.ny.gov/press-release/attorney-general-james-announces-court-order-against-crypto-currency-company-under
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Bitcoin & Cryptocurrency Update 
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• Prices: Bear market has ended for now (BTC $4k-11k in 2019), reported exchange volumes are up (maybe?) 

• Trading pair:  USDT (Tether) is the dominant trading pair versus bitcoin (75%) 

• BTC trading volumes (according to CoinMarketCap) no longer dominated on a few larger exchanges but many exchanges 
competing for trading… 

• …but  reported volumes may be incorrect if the Bitwise report sent to the SEC is confirmed. Bitwise claims that around 90% of 
bitcoin trading volumes are fake and that only the 10 exchanges with a BitLicense from New York should be used. Our analysis 
doesn’t offer an opinion on this just something to be wary of when looking at increased trading volumes.  

• Bitcoin price and volume gaining dominance versus alt-coins (65% now vs 51% in Jan 19). 

• CME futures volumes rising to a peak in May 2019.  

• Transaction speed: Segwit adoption rates stagnated at 50%. Lightning network usage growing.  

• 5,162 Bitcoin/crypto ATMs installed with 60% in the US (coinatmradar).  

Bitcoin Market Update 

https://coinmarketcap.com/
https://www.sec.gov/comments/sr-nysearca-2019-01/srnysearca201901-5574233-185408.pdf
https://coinatmradar.com/
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Blockchain Through the MS Fintech Gauntlet 

Source: Morgan Stanley Research 
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Bitcoin/Crypto: Rapidly Morphing Thesis 

2017 Present 
New Institutional Investment Class 

Digital Cash: Untraceable but full Confidence 
2009 2016 

2010 2017 
Replacement Payment System 

2015 2018 
New Fundraising and Capital Allocation Mechanisms 

Store of Value 
2017 2018 

Disruption Advantaged Refuge for Depreciating Currency 
Spring 2018 Summer 

Incumbent Financial System Antidote 
2010 2017 

2019 Present 
Rise of IEOs 
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• Bitcoin and Ethereum Value 

 

Size of the Cryptocurrency Market and Liquidity 

Source: bitcoinity.org, etherscan.io, Morgan Stanley Research 
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Note: Price fall is not surprising as Ethereum is not being used as 
heavily for ICO/IEO 
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• Trading volumes falling with prices 

Size of the Cryptocurrency Market and Liquidity 
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Source: bitcoinity.org, etherscan.io, Morgan Stanley Research 
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• 66% of total cryptocurrency value is in bitcoin 

• Over $290bn spread over 2300 coins/digital assets 

 

Size of the Cryptocurrency Market and Liquidity 

Source: Coinmarketcap.com, Morgan Stanley Research 

# Name Symbol Price 
(USD)

Market Cap 
(USDbn)

Market 
Cap (% 
total)

Volume 24h 
(USDmn)

Supply 
(USDmn)

Supply 
(% max)

Max 
coins 
(mn)

Mined?

1 Bitcoin BTC $10,367 185 66 25184 17.8 8500% 21 Y
2 Ethereum ETH $228 24 9 10364 106.9 N/A No Y
3 XRP XRP $0.31 13 5 1686 42566.6 4300% 100000 N
4 Litecoin LTC $89 5.6 2 3971 62.7 7500% 84 Y
5 Bitcoin Cash BCH $292 5.2 2 2333 17.9 85 21 Y
6 EOS EOS $4.00 4.0 1 3024 923.3 N/A No Y
7 Binance Coin BNB $28 4.0 1.4 358 141.2 N/A No Y
8 Tether USDT $1.00 3.9 1.4 27560 3916.7 N/A No N
9 Bitcoin SV BSV $124.00 2.2 0.8 513 17.9 8500% 21 Y
10 Stellar XLM $0 1.7 0.6 279 19426.2 100 No N
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• Most trading is versus stablecoin USD-Tether (USDT) as transaction costs are lower than vs fiat. 
Two thirds of reported bitcoin trading is versus a digital asset now.  

What Is Bitcoin Traded Against?  

Source: CryptoCompare, Morgan Stanley Research 
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32%Crypto
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• Chart shows the growth of USDT demand and coins  
in circulation this year. Demand started rising in  
April 2019. 

• Why not just trade the counterpart (USD, gold, etc)?  Benefits 
from blockchain technology so some consider as a digital store 
of value. Easier to get digital exposure to assets like gold which 
are expensive to transport and store.  
 

 
 

• Definition: Digital coin/cryptocurrency that aims to have a stable value versus a known counterpart, keeping volatility low. 
Typically valued against fiat currencies, commodities and crypto assets. 

• Most widely used is USDT (US Dollar Tether) – trades around 1 US dollar. Company issues USDT into the market and puts one 
USD into a bank. All issued digital coins are backed by USD.  
 
 

Rise of the Stablecoin 

Source: Coinmarketcap.com, Morgan Stanley Research 
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What developments to watch?  

• USDT has taken the dominant share of BTC trading volumes over the past year. This occurred because many exchanges only trade crypto-
>crypto and not crypto->fiat. Trading crypto->fiat requires going through the banking sector which charges a higher fee.  

• Competitors to USDT are coming along from each of the exchanges (e.g. BNB from Binance and HUSD from Huobi). 

• Many large cryptocurrency exchanges and companies are creating their own stablecoins, part of the next wave of development over coming 
years (see pages 4-15 on Libra).  

 

Rise of the Stablecoin 

Source: Blockchain.info, Morgan Stanley Research 

Types of stablecoins • G20 mandated FSB to look at stablecoins. Expect regulatory response after 
the next several months of deeply engaged review. 

• Similar to the FX world, not all stablecoins will survive so we watch for ones 
with the lowest transaction costs, highest liquidity and defined regulatory 
structure which will increase adoption.  
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• Realised volatility of bitcoin has picked up as prices rally. Volatility is much higher than the S&P 500.  

• Cross crypto correlations has stayed high but the sensitivity of alt-coin moves to a 1% move in bitcoin have fallen. This is reflective 
of the slowing technological development and adoption of these alt-coins. 

• Bitcoin correlation with gold and USD isn’t always high and the statistical relationship is unstable.  

 

 

Bitcoin Is on the Move – How Have Other Coins Reacted? 

Source: Macrobond, CryptoCompare, Morgan Stanley Research 
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Bitcoin Bear Market: Over and Start a New One? 

Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research 

Breakdown of 
the bear market 

• The 2017-18 bitcoin bear market  
tracked the peaks and troughs from 
Nasdaq in the year 2000 quite well. 
BTC retraced 70% of the previous rally. 

Start of rally Peak Trough Start of rally Peak Trough Start-Peak Peak-Trough Start-Peak Peak-Trough

09-Apr-11 08-Jun-11 17-Nov-11 0.74 29.6 2.25 60 162 3900% -92%

02-Oct-13 04-Dec-13 14-Jan-15 110 1240 157 63 406 1030% -87%

11-Jan-17 06-Mar-17 24-Mar-17 778 1281 927 54 18 65% -28%

27-Mar-17 10-Jun-17 16-Jul-17 1046 2914 1809 75 36 179% -38%

14-Sep-17 16-Dec-17 14-Dec-18 3155 19588 3136 93 363 521% -84%

02-Apr-19 27-Jun-19 4126 13852 86 236%

Average 69 197 1139% -66%
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Bitcoin Futures Market – CME Volumes Growing 

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond, Morgan Stanley Research 

• CME bitcoin futures trading volumes rose steadily in 2019, peaking in 
May 2019. June saw around USD 9bn of bitcoin futures traded.  

• The CBOE stopped its bitcoin futures contract in May (expired June 
19th) as the CME (its competitor) took the majority of trading volumes.  

• Currently it is mainly the non-traditional financial community involved 
in bitcoin futures. According to the CFTC, largest longs for non-
reportables (we assume cryptocurrency exchanges) and shorts among 
the buy side not classified as leveraged funds or asset managers.  

• All futures contracts are currently USD and cash settled. ICE crypto 
platform Bakkt is due to release a bitcoin settled futures contract later 
this year. The success of this contract could increase physical bitcoin 
demand. 
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Retail Investors Stay Put as Institutional Investors Get Involved 

Source: CryptoFundResearch , Morgan Stanley Research 
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• Cryptocurrency fund AUM US$14.35bn (CryptoFundResearch estimate). 

• Types: 47% hedge fund, 50% venture capital, 3% private equity. 

• Location: 48% US, 9% China/Hong Kong, 6% UK.  
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Fundraising – New Buzzword Is the IEO (No Longer ICO) 
• Companies wanting to raise investment via issuing a new coin are moving away from ICOs (Initial 

Coin Offerings) where the company sells their coins on their own website and handles all the 
monetary transactions towards IEOs (Initial Exchange Offerings) where an exchange handles the 
issuance of the new coin and manages KYC/other regulatory burdens.  

• Exchanges are rushing fast to offer IEOs with transactions occurring via their own coins. The coins 
are a competitor to Ether (ETH) whose blockchain and coin was historically the most  widely 
accepted digital token in exchange for new coins via ICOs.  

• E.g. Binance limits how many IEOs can be launched on its platform and asks coin issuers to buy the 
Binance coin BNB for the transaction. Exchanges offer legitimacy to the investor as the exchange is 
typically selective over which coins can be launched on their platform and does the KYC checks.   

• Bittrex, BitMax, Huobi, KuCoin and OKEx all have their own IEO platforms and can be compared  to 
the NYSE for stocks.  

• Expect centralisation, not decentralisation as technology and costs on some of these exchanges 
attracts more  coin issuance/trading to their platforms.  
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• The bitcoin bear market depressed new coin issuance in late 
2018 and early 2019.  

• In May 2019, only USD0.2bn was raised via new coin 
issuance versus USD1.6bn in June 2018.  

• Bitfinex issued $1bn of the UNUS SED LEO coin in May 
which boosted new coin issuance significantly. 

• According to ICObench, USA based companies have raised 
the most via ICOs this year.  

 

 

New Coin Issuance Has Been Low (Excluding the Bitfinex IEO Leo) 

Source: : icobench.com, Morgan Stanley Research 
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https://icobench.com/reports/ICO_Market_Quarterly_Analysis_Q1_2019.pdf
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Top Digital Asset Exchanges by Volume  

Source: : coinmarketcap.com, Morgan Stanley Research. Data  as of 1-Jul-19. 

• Traders can use leverage to trade bitcoin on 
exchanges and the offering continues to be a 
competitive growth area for exchanges.  

• For example BitMEX offers up to 100x leverage 
and others like Binance and Bitfinex hoping to 
offer soon. Leverage generally increases price 
volatility.  

• The exchanges with the largest volumes are 
listed here. Even when adjusting for the 
leveraged derivatives, the largest exchanges 
transact multiples of the volumes traded through 
Coinbase. Note a Bitwise report sent to the SEC 
refutes volumes traded.  

• We continue to expect the exchanges with lowest 
transaction costs and highest available leverage 
to dominate trading volume rankings.  

Trading volume (USD) including derivatives 

Name 24h Volume  
($bn) 

7d Volume  
($bn) 

30 d Volume  
($bn) 

BitMax $11.7 $69.1 $215.3 

BitMEX $5.9 $36.4 $179.0 

 OKEx $2.4 $12.6 $59.5 

Binance $2.1 $12.7 $69.3 

 ZBG $2.1 $10.9 $53.9 

BW.com $2.0 $9.9 $40.0 

Huobi Global $1.9 $11.0 $53.1 

 Bit-Z $1.8 $8.8 $38.9 

 LBank $1.8 $10.5 $47.5 

DigiFinex $1.7 $9.2 $48.4 

Coinbase Pro $0.7 $3.5 $17.9 

https://www.sec.gov/comments/sr-nysearca-2019-01/srnysearca201901-5574233-185408.pdf
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Bitcoin Thesis Evolution: Hacks & Losses 
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Hacks and losses: Sorry about that, no recourse ($mn) • WSJ flagged 271 ICOs, which cumulatively 
raised over $1bn, for having plagiarized 
investment documents, missing/fake 
executive teams, etc. Investors have claimed 
$273mn of losses in these projects. 

• Over $740mn total, not including other 
cryptocurrencies 

• Response: Coinbase, others start to assume 
bank type responsibilities   
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• JPM Coin: JPM Coin is a digital coin representing $1 held in 
designated accounts at JPM Chase. Issued on Quroum 
Blockchain, will be operable on all standard Blockchain 
networks. Prototype test underway with a small number of 
Institutional clients. Designed for B2B. Enables faster and 
cheaper settlements.  

• Virginia’s Police Officers Retirement System & 
Employee’s Retirement System: Invested in Morgan 
Creek’s new $40mn cryptocurrency fund 

• University of Michigan Endowment: Invested $3mn to 
CNK Fund I in June 2018 and in February 2019 approved a 
partnership for a follow-on investment (amount unspecified) 

• Visa: Alongside Blockchain Capital, Visa participated in a 
$40mn investment round for Anchorage, a crypto startup  
 

 

• Fidelity Digital Asset Services: Crypto trading and storage 
service 

• Bain Capital: Led $15M Series B in Seed Cx Institutional 
Trading Platform 

• Genesis Trading: Has lent more than $500M in cryptos 
since March to institutions--$130M outstanding now 

• Goldman Sachs & Galaxy Digital (Novogratz crypto 
bank): Invest part of $58.5M round in BitGo (crypto 
custodian) 

• SETL: Granted license by France to operate CSD 
• Vertex: Invests in Binance for a Singapore-based crypto 

exchange 
• Coinbase: Raises $500M at $8B valuation to be crypto’s 

Charles Schwab/Fidelity/Nasdaq 
• Gemini Trust: Hires Nasdaq to conduct market surveillance 

 

 

 

 

 

New Institutional Class 

Source: Cointelegraph, Coindesk, CNBC, CCN, Morgan Stanley Research  

As of October 2018 Update As of July 2019 Update 

https://www.jpmorgan.com/global/news/digital-coin-payments
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• If a regular miner uses the latest Bitmain Antminer S17 (7nm ASIC at TSMC), then the current breakeven price 
would be ~$5200. That’s assuming 1.5 year payback period with halving happening in Jun-20. 

• At current Bitcoin prices of US$11,000, the payback period would be ~4.5 months. That’s assuming constant 
current profit per day ahead, and hardware cost of US$1600. 

BTC Energy Consumption 

• We believe that an Antminer S17 would cost $2,000 for one year of use, with a total electricity cost per year of 
$426 (running on the lowest power, 1296 W or ~14,000 kWh). 

• With 700,000 coins mined next year and an average BTC price of $12,000 we believe that ~3,400,000 rigs will be 
online which will consume around 49bn kWH of electricity (around 4.7mn US homes) 

Bitcoin Breakeven 

Source: blockchain.info, Morgan Stanley Research estimates 
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Bitcoin and Environmentalism: Mutually Exclusive 

Source: blockchain.info, Morgan Stanley Research estimates 
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Note: Energy consumption estimated based on global mining hash rate multiplied by average Joule/gigahash/s energy usage, which we assume declines linearly from 1.5 in 2014 
to 0.16 in December 2019

Electricity Consumption a year from 
now based on Bitcoin value at $10K =
Consumption of ~5mn US homes
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• Predictable. Will Drive Electricity Use Higher.  

 

Falling Equipment Prices 
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Blockchain/Cyrptocurrency: Regulation Update 
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Regulators Watching Russia’s Deputy Finance Minister Alexei 
Moiseyev said “There is a range [of 
possibilities] from prohibition to the 
possibility of purchase,” he explained. “Like 
with foreign currency, it would be possible to 
buy and sell [cryptocurrencies], but 
impossible to use them for payments. After 
a political decision is made on this issue, we 
will have the responsibility.”  

US House and Senate 
panels schedules hearings 
48 hours after Facebook 
announced its cryptocurrency 
scheme 

French Finance Minister Bruno Le 
Maire said “I will propose to my 
European partners that we set up a 
single regulatory framework on crypto-
assets inspired by the French 
experience” 

Brazil’s President of the Chamber of 
Chamber of Deputies, Rodrigo Maia, 
ordered to set up a special 
commission to deliver an opinion on 
a bill that aims to regulate 
cryptocurrencies in the country 

Australia’s ASIC Commissioner John Price 
said, “Australian laws will also apply even 
if the ICO or crypto-asset is promoted or 
sold to Australians from offshore. Issuers 
of ICOs, crypto-assets and their advisers 
should not assume the use of these 
structures means that key consumer 
protections under Australian laws do not 
apply or can be ignored” 

FSB mandated to look at 
stablecoins at the G20 
meeting 

Source: Engadget,  CNBC, FSB, Cointelegraph, Coindesk, Financefeeds, Morgan Stanley Research 
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• Monetary policy: Global central bank discussion around whether to introduce a digital version of paper notes and coins (cash) 
has concentrated on a few countries. Sweden is currently looking for companies to build the infrastructure for an e-Krona. A 
test e-Krona platform will be created in 2020. This will be to create central bank money.  

• Switzerland’s laws are rapidly changing to accommodate fintech and cryptocurrency investment. The national stock 
exchange group SIX is currently developing a stablecoin that would be baked by Swiss Francs, to facilitate transactions.  

• A BIS survey of central banks showed that many are discussing and developing their own digital currencies and that most 
cryptocurrency (like BTC) usage isn’t widespread. 

• G20 mandated FSB to look at stablecoin. FSB will be deeply engaged over next several months. G7 finance ministers 
meeting (Jul 17-18) will discuss regulation for Libra and other stablecoins. 

Central Bank Response 

Source: Morgan Stanley Research 

https://www.riksbank.se/en-gb/press-and-published/notices-and-press-releases/notices/2019/the-riksbank-is-procuring-suppliers-to-develop-proposals-for-an-e-krona/
https://www.coindesk.com/switzerlands-six-stock-exchange-is-working-on-a-swiss-franc-stablecoin
https://www.coindesk.com/switzerlands-six-stock-exchange-is-working-on-a-swiss-franc-stablecoin
https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap101.pdf
https://www.economie.gouv.fr/G7-finance-en
https://www.economie.gouv.fr/G7-finance-en
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• What's in the Horoscope? 6 Questions on FB's Libra Cryptocurrency 

• Update: Bitcoin, Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain 

• Diversified Financials: Exploring global cryptocurrency regulations (21 Aug, 2018) 

• Cryptocurrency: Why a Country May Be Interested in Digital Currency (8 May, 2018) 

• Crypto Mining: After the Gold Rush (1 May, 2018) 

• Cryptocurrency: Where are Exchanges Based? (25 April, 2018) 

• Cryptocurrency: Features of a Bitcoin Bear Market (March 19, 2018) 

• Global Utilities: Bitcoin demand > EV demand? (10 Jan 2018) 

• Global Payments, Banking, and Technology: Bitcoin Decrypted: A Brief Teach-in and Implications (18 Dec 2017) 

• Brokers: Will Bitcoin Futures on CME & CBOE Open the Door for Discount Brokers? (7 Dec 2017)  

• Freight Transportation: Blockchain in Freight Transportation: Early Days Yet but Worth the Hype (24 Nov 2017) 

• Payments and Processing: Bitcoin, Ethereum, XRP: Decrypted! Takeaways (21 Sep 2017) 

• Payments and Processing: Decrypted! 9 Key Questions Going into our Crypto/Blockchain Event (18 Sep 2017) 

• MasterCard Inc: AI vs. Bitcoin: Buzzword Battle for Supremacy. Or eventual cooperation? (21 Aug 2017) 

• Western Union Co: Circle and Ripple Bringing the Blockchain Risk (19 Jun 2017) 

• Global Financials and Payments: Blockchain: Unchained? (16 Jun 2017) 

• Global Financials and Payments: Fintech – A Gauntlet to Riches (17 May 2017) 

MS Research on Cryptos/Blockchain 

https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/f21f6026-91c7-11e9-8c5e-f495805a8594?ch=rpext&sch=sr&sr=1
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/rf/renditionpdf/PublishedContent3/2018/10/31/Documents/Crypto.PDF
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/rf/renditionpdf/PublishedContent3/2018/10/31/Documents/Crypto.PDF
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/rf/renditionpdf/PublishedContent3/2018/10/31/Documents/Crypto.PDF
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/e1115b70-47ab-11e8-adef-6a0a1ce82510?ch=rpint&sch=ar
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/e1115b70-47ab-11e8-adef-6a0a1ce82510?ch=rpint&sch=ar
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/e1115b70-47ab-11e8-adef-6a0a1ce82510?ch=rpint&sch=ar
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/e1115b70-47ab-11e8-adef-6a0a1ce82510?ch=rpint&sch=ar
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/21b6e6e0-f62b-11e7-a199-e952e118a8a5?ch=rpint&sch=ar
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/21b6e6e0-f62b-11e7-a199-e952e118a8a5?ch=rpint&sch=ar
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/21b6e6e0-f62b-11e7-a199-e952e118a8a5?ch=rpint&sch=ar
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/6d6a1952-125c-11e8-b486-4f602178b9fa?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/11d8a6c8-f081-11e7-8cdb-6e28b48ebbd3?ch=rpint&sch=cm
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/16d625b2-e440-11e7-ac86-d8cb34fed4a4?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/16d625b2-e440-11e7-ac86-d8cb34fed4a4?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/16d625b2-e440-11e7-ac86-d8cb34fed4a4?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/39d3a9f6-d6ce-11e7-a833-5ec790ed3a6d?ch=rpint&sch=tr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/969ec290-ba38-11e7-863e-cb02ae2926cb?ch=rpint&sch=tr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/e4c08280-9d62-11e7-b070-3a1688e7e895?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/1f1f8c22-9c10-11e7-b070-3a1688e7e895?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/1f1f8c22-9c10-11e7-b070-3a1688e7e895?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/1f1f8c22-9c10-11e7-b070-3a1688e7e895?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/1f1f8c22-9c10-11e7-b070-3a1688e7e895?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/be289fce-82b7-11e7-9106-1ffd10c01cc7?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/be289fce-82b7-11e7-9106-1ffd10c01cc7?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/be289fce-82b7-11e7-9106-1ffd10c01cc7?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/81db74a8-51cd-11e7-bc05-6fa8780af08c?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/e9d1c166-60ff-11e7-957b-3a1a75aaec82?ch=rpint&sch=tr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/0a1b9282-2ff8-11e7-8cb2-580298c19985?ch=rpint&sch=sr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/b70eb5ce-25d9-11e7-b132-327dac2266b1?ch=rpint&sch=tr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/b70eb5ce-25d9-11e7-b132-327dac2266b1?ch=rpint&sch=tr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/b70eb5ce-25d9-11e7-b132-327dac2266b1?ch=rpint&sch=tr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/b70eb5ce-25d9-11e7-b132-327dac2266b1?ch=rpint&sch=tr
https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/0a1b9282-2ff8-11e7-8cb2-580298c19985?ch=rpint&sch=tr
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Disclosure Section 
The information and opinions in Morgan Stanley Research were prepared by Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, and/or Morgan Stanley 
C.T.V.M. S.A., and/or Morgan 
Stanley Mexico, Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V., and/or Morgan Stanley Canada Limited. As used in this disclosure section, "Morgan 
Stanley" includes Morgan 
Stanley & Co. LLC, Morgan Stanley C.T.V.M. S.A., Morgan Stanley Mexico, Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V., Morgan Stanley Canada 
Limited and their affiliates as necessary. 
For important disclosures, stock price charts and equity rating histories regarding companies that are the subject of this report, please 
see the Morgan Stanley Research Disclosure Website at www.morganstanley.com/researchdisclosures, or contact your investment 
representative or Morgan Stanley Research at 1585 Broadway, (Attention: Research Management), New York, NY, 10036 USA. 
For valuation methodology and risks associated with any recommendation, rating or price target referenced in this research report, 
please contact the Client Support Team as follows: US/Canada +1 800 303-2495; Hong Kong +852 2848-5999; Latin America +1 
718 754-5444 (U.S.); London +44 (0)20-7425-8169; 
Singapore +65 6834-6860; Sydney +61 (0)2-9770-1505; Tokyo +81 (0)3-6836-9000. Alternatively you may contact your investment 
representative or Morgan Stanley Research at 1585 Broadway, (Attention: Research Management), New York, NY 10036 USA. 
Analyst Certification 
The following analysts hereby certify that their views about the companies and their securities discussed in this report are accurately 
expressed and that they have not received and will not receive direct or indirect compensation in exchange for expressing specific 
recommendations or views in this report: James E Faucette; Betsy L. Graseck, CFA. 
Unless otherwise stated, the individuals listed on the cover page of this report are research analysts. 
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Global Research Conflict Management Policy 
Morgan Stanley Research has been published in accordance with our conflict management policy, which is available at 
www.morganstanley.com/institutional/research/conflictpolicies. A Portuguese version of the policy can be found at 
www.morganstanley.com.br 
Important US Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies 
The analyst or strategist (or a household member) identified below owns the following securities (or related derivatives): Betsy L. 
Graseck, CFA – MasterCard Inc(common or preferred stock), Visa Inc.(common or preferred stock). 
As of June 28, 2019, Morgan Stanley beneficially owned 1% or more of a class of common equity securities of the following 
companies covered in Morgan Stanley Research: Automatic Data Processing Inc, LendingClub Corp, MasterCard Inc, Square Inc, 
Visa Inc., Worldpay Inc. Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley managed or co-managed a public offering (or 144A offering) of 
securities of First Data Corp., MasterCard Inc. Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley has received compensation for investment 
banking services from Automatic Data Processing Inc, First Data Corp., MasterCard Inc, PayPal Holdings, Inc., Worldpay Inc. 
In the next 3 months, Morgan Stanley expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from 
Automatic Data Processing Inc, First Data Corp., Fleetcor Technologies Inc, Global Payments Inc, GreenSky Inc, LendingClub Corp, 
MasterCard Inc, On Deck Capital Inc, Paychex Inc, 
PayPal Holdings, Inc., Square Inc, Total System Services Inc., Visa Inc., Western Union Co, WEX Inc, Worldpay Inc. Within the last 
12 months, Morgan Stanley has received compensation for products and services other than investment banking services from 
Automatic Data Processing Inc, First Data Corp., Fleetcor Technologies Inc, MasterCard Inc, Paychex Inc, PayPal Holdings, Inc., 
Western Union Co, WEX Inc, Worldpay Inc. Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley has provided or is providing investment 
banking services to, or has an investment banking client relationship with, 
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the following company: Automatic Data Processing Inc, First Data Corp., Fleetcor Technologies Inc, Global Payments Inc, GreenSky 
Inc, LendingClub Corp, MasterCard Inc, On Deck Capital Inc, Paychex Inc, PayPal Holdings, Inc., Square Inc, Total System Services 
Inc., Visa Inc., Western Union Co, WEX Inc, 
Worldpay Inc. Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley has either provided or is providing non-investment banking, securities-
related services to and/or in the past has 
entered into an agreement to provide services or has a client relationship with the following company: Automatic Data Processing Inc, 
First Data Corp., Fleetcor Technologies Inc, LendingClub Corp, MasterCard Inc, Paychex Inc, PayPal Holdings, Inc., Visa Inc., 
Western Union Co, WEX Inc, Worldpay Inc. 
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC makes a market in the securities of Automatic Data Processing Inc, Evertec Inc, Global Payments Inc, 
LendingClub Corp, MasterCard Inc, On Deck Capital Inc, Paychex Inc, PayPal Holdings, Inc., Square Inc, Total System Services 
Inc., Visa Inc., Western Union Co, Worldpay 
Inc. The equity research analysts or strategists principally responsible for the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research have received 
compensation based upon 
various factors, including quality of research, investor client feedback, stock picking, competitive factors, firm revenues and overall 
investment banking revenues. Equity Research analysts' or strategists' compensation is not linked to investment banking or capital 
markets transactions performed by Morgan Stanley or the profitability or revenues of particular trading desks. 
Morgan Stanley and its affiliates do business that relates to companies/instruments covered in Morgan Stanley Research, including 
market making, providing liquidity, fund management, commercial banking, extension of credit, investment services and investment 
banking. Morgan Stanley sells to and buys from customers the securities/instruments of companies covered in Morgan Stanley 
Research on a principal basis. Morgan Stanley may have a position in the debt of the Company or instruments discussed in this 
report. 
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 Morgan Stanley trades or may trade as principal in the debt securities (or in related derivatives) that are the subject of the debt 
research report. Certain disclosures listed above are also for compliance with applicable regulations in non-US jurisdictions. 
STOCK RATINGS 
Morgan Stanley uses a relative rating system using terms such as Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated or Underweight (see 
definitions below). Morgan 
Stanley does not assign ratings of Buy, Hold or Sell to the stocks we cover. Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated and Underweight 
are not the equivalent of buy, hold and sell. Investors should carefully read the definitions of all ratings used in Morgan Stanley 
Research. In addition, since Morgan Stanley Research contains more complete information concerning the analyst's views, investors 
should carefully read Morgan Stanley Research, in its entirety, and not infer the contents from the rating alone. In any case, ratings 
(or research) should not be used or relied upon as investment advice. An investor's decision to buy or sell a stock should depend on 
individual circumstances (such as the investor's existing holdings) and other considerations. 
Global Stock Ratings Distribution 
(as of June 30, 2019) 
The Stock Ratings described below apply to Morgan Stanley's Fundamental Equity Research and do not apply to Debt Research 
produced by the Firm. For disclosure purposes only (in accordance with NASD and NYSE requirements), we include the category 
headings of Buy, Hold, and Sell alongside our ratings of Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated and Underweight. Morgan Stanley 
does not assign ratings of Buy, Hold or Sell to the stocks we cover. Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated and Underweight are not 
the equivalent of buy, hold, and sell but represent recommended relative weightings (see 
definitions below). To satisfy regulatory requirements, we correspond Overweight, our most positive stock rating, with a buy 
recommendation; we correspond Equal-weight and Not-Rated to hold and Underweight to sell recommendations, respectively. 
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Data include common stock and ADRs currently assigned ratings. Investment Banking Clients are companies from whom Morgan 
Stanley received investment 
banking compensation in the last 12 months. Due to rounding off of decimals, the percentages provided in the "% of total" column 
may not add up to exactly 100 percent. 
Analyst Stock Ratings 
Overweight (O). The stock's total return is expected to exceed the average total return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) 
coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months. 
Equal-weight (E). The stock's total return is expected to be in line with the average total return of the analyst's industry (or industry 
team's) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months. 
Not-Rated (NR). Currently the analyst does not have adequate conviction about the stock's total return relative to the average total 
return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months. 
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Underweight (U). The stock's total return is expected to be below the average total return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) 
coverage universe, on a 
risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months. 
Unless otherwise specified, the time frame for price targets included in Morgan Stanley Research is 12 to 18 months. 
Analyst Industry Views 
Attractive (A): The analyst expects the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months to be 
attractive vs. the relevant broad market benchmark, as indicated below. In-Line (I): The analyst expects the performance of his or her 
industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months to be in line with the relevant broad market benchmark, as indicated below. 
Cautious (C): The analyst views the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months with caution vs. 
the relevant broad market benchmark, as indicated below. Benchmarks for each region are as follows: North America - S&P 500; 
Latin America - relevant MSCI country index or MSCI Latin America Index; Europe - MSCI Europe; Japan - TOPIX; Asia - relevant 
MSCI country index or MSCI sub-regional index or MSCI AC Asia Pacific ex Japan Index 
Important Disclosures for Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC Customers 
Important disclosures regarding the relationship between the companies that are the subject of Morgan Stanley Research and 
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC or Morgan Stanley or any of their affiliates, are available on the Morgan Stanley Wealth 
Management disclosure website at www.morganstanley.com/online/researchdisclosures. For Morgan Stanley specific disclosures, 
you may refer to www.morganstanley.com/researchdisclosures. Each Morgan Stanley Equity Research report is reviewed and 
approved on behalf of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. This review and approval is conducted 

http://www.morganstanley.com/researchdisclosures
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by the same person who reviews the Equity Research report on behalf of Morgan Stanley. This could create a conflict of interest. 
Other Important Disclosures 
Morgan Stanley & Co. International PLC and its affiliates have a significant financial interest in the debt securities of Automatic Data 
Processing Inc, First Data 
Corp., LendingClub Corp, MasterCard Inc, PayPal Holdings, Inc., Square Inc, Visa Inc., Western Union Co. 
Morgan Stanley Research policy is to update research reports as and when the Research Analyst and Research Management deem 
appropriate, based on developments with the issuer, the sector, or the market that may have a material impact on the research views 
or opinions stated therein. In addition, certain Research publications are intended to be updated on a regular periodic basis 
(weekly/monthly/quarterly/annual) and will ordinarily be updated with that frequency, unless the Research Analyst and Research 
Management determine that a different publication schedule is appropriate based on current conditions. Morgan Stanley is not acting 
as a municipal advisor and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not constitute, advice within the 
meaning of Section 975 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. Morgan Stanley produces an equity 
research product called a "Tactical Idea." Views contained in a "Tactical Idea" on a particular stock may be contrary to the 
recommendations or views expressed in research on the same stock. This may be the result of differing time horizons, 
methodologies, market events, or other factors. For all research available on a particular stock, please contact your sales 
representative or go to Matrix at http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix. Morgan Stanley Research is provided to our clients through 
our proprietary research portal on Matrix and also distributed electronically by Morgan Stanley to 
clients. Certain, but not all, Morgan Stanley Research products are also made available to clients through third-party vendors or 
redistributed to clients through alternate electronic means as a convenience. For access to all available Morgan Stanley Research, 
please contact your sales representative or go to Matrix at http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix
http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix
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Any access and/or use of Morgan Stanley Research is subject to Morgan Stanley's Terms of Use 
(http://www.morganstanley.com/terms.html). By accessing 
and/or using Morgan Stanley Research, you are indicating that you have read and agree to be bound by our Terms of Use 
(http://www.morganstanley.com/terms.html). In addition you consent to Morgan Stanley processing your personal data and using 
cookies in accordance with 
our Privacy Policy and our Global Cookies Policy (http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html), including for the purposes of 
setting your preferences 
and to collect readership data so that we can deliver better and more personalized service and products to you. To find out more 
information about how Morgan Stanley processes personal data, how we use cookies and how to reject cookies see our Privacy 
Policy and our Global Cookies Policy (http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html). If you do not agree to our Terms of Use 
and/or if you do not wish to provide your consent to Morgan Stanley processing your personal data or using cookies please do not 
access our research. Morgan Stanley Research does not provide individually tailored investment advice. Morgan Stanley Research 
has been prepared without regard to the 
circumstances and objectives of those who receive it. Morgan Stanley recommends that investors independently evaluate particular 
investments and strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial adviser. The appropriateness of an investment 
or strategy will depend on an investor's 
circumstances and objectives. The securities, instruments, or strategies discussed in Morgan Stanley Research may not be suitable 
for all investors, and certain investors may not be eligible to purchase or participate in some or all of them. Morgan Stanley Research 
is not an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security/instrument or to participate in any particular trading 
strategy. The value of and income from your investments may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, 
default rates, prepayment rates, securities/instruments prices, market indexes, operational or 
. 

http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html
http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html
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financial conditions of companies or other factors. There may be time limitations on the exercise of options or other rights in 
securities/instruments transactions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Estimates of future 
performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. If provided, and unless otherwise stated, the closing price on the 
cover page is that of the primary exchange for the subject company's securities/instruments. The fixed income research analysts, 
strategists or economists principally responsible for the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research have received 
compensation based upon various factors, including quality, accuracy and value of research, firm profitability or revenues (which 
include fixed income trading and capital markets profitability or revenues), client feedback and competitive factors. Fixed Income 
Research analysts', strategists' or economists‘ compensation is not linked to investment banking or capital markets transactions 
performed by Morgan Stanley or the profitability or revenues of particular trading desks. The "Important US Regulatory Disclosures 
on Subject Companies" section in Morgan Stanley Research lists all companies mentioned where Morgan Stanley 
owns 1% or more of a class of common equity securities of the companies. For all other companies mentioned in Morgan Stanley 
Research, Morgan Stanley may have an investment of less than 1% in securities/instruments or derivatives of securities/instruments 
of companies and may trade them in ways different from those discussed in Morgan Stanley Research. Employees of Morgan 
Stanley not involved in the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research may have investments in securities/instruments or derivatives of 
securities/instruments of companies mentioned and may trade them in ways different from those 
discussed in Morgan Stanley Research. Derivatives may be issued by Morgan Stanley or associated persons. 
With the exception of information regarding Morgan Stanley, Morgan Stanley Research is based on public information. Morgan 
Stanley makes every effort to 
use reliable, comprehensive information, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete. We have no obligation to tell 
you when opinions or 
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information in Morgan Stanley Research change apart from when we intend to discontinue equity research coverage of a subject 
company. Facts and views 
presented in Morgan Stanley Research have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information known to, professionals in other 
Morgan Stanley business 
areas, including investment banking personnel. 
Morgan Stanley Research personnel may participate in company events such as site visits and are generally prohibited from 
accepting payment by the company of associated expenses unless pre-approved by authorized members of Research management. 
Morgan Stanley may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views in this report. To our 
readers based in Taiwan or trading in Taiwan securities/instruments: Information on securities/instruments that trade in Taiwan is 
distributed by Morgan Stanley Taiwan Limited ("MSTL"). Such information is for your reference only. The reader should 
independently evaluate the investment risks and is solely 
responsible for their investment decisions. Morgan Stanley Research may not be distributed to the public media or quoted or used by 
the public media without the express written consent of Morgan Stanley. Any non-customer reader within the scope of Article 7-1 of 
the Taiwan Stock Exchange Recommendation 
Regulations accessing and/or receiving Morgan Stanley Research is not permitted to provide Morgan Stanley Research to any third 
party (including but not limited to related parties, affiliated companies and any other third parties) or engage in any activities regarding 
Morgan Stanley Research which may create or 
give the appearance of creating a conflict of interest. Information on securities/instruments that do not trade in Taiwan is for 
informational purposes only and is not to be construed as a recommendation or a solicitation to trade in such securities/instruments. 
MSTL may not execute transactions for clients in these 
securities/instruments 
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Morgan Stanley is not incorporated under PRC law and the research in relation to this report is conducted outside the PRC. Morgan 
Stanley Research does 
not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in the PRC. PRC investors shall have the relevant 
qualifications to invest in such securities and shall be responsible for obtaining all relevant approvals, licenses, verifications and/or 
registrations from the relevant governmental authorities themselves. Neither this report nor any part of it is intended as, or shall 
constitute, provision of any consultancy or advisory service of securities 
investment as defined under PRC law. Such information is provided for your reference only. Morgan Stanley Research is 
disseminated in Brazil by Morgan Stanley C.T.V.M. S.A. located at Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 3600, 6th floor, São Paulo - SP, 
Brazil; and is regulated by the Comissão de Valores Mobiliários; in Mexico by Morgan Stanley México, Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V 
which is regulated by Comision Nacional Bancaria y de Valores. Paseo de los Tamarindos 90, Torre 1, Col. Bosques de las Lomas 
Floor 29, 05120 Mexico City; in Japan by 
Morgan Stanley MUFG Securities Co., Ltd. and, for Commodities related research reports only, Morgan Stanley Capital Group Japan 
Co., Ltd; in Hong Kong by Morgan Stanley Asia Limited (which accepts responsibility for its contents) and by Morgan Stanley Asia 
International Limited, Hong Kong Branch; in 
Singapore by Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Pte. (Registration number 199206298Z) and/or Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) 
Securities Pte Ltd (Registration number 200008434H), regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (which accepts legal 
responsibility for its contents and should be 
contacted with respect to any matters arising from, or in connection with, Morgan Stanley Research) and by Morgan Stanley Asia 
International Limited, Singapore Branch (Registration number T11FC0207F); in Australia to "wholesale clients" within the meaning of 
the Australian Corporations Act by Morgan 
Stanley Australia Limited A.B.N. 67 003 734 576, holder of Australian financial services license No. 233742, which accepts 
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responsibility for its contents; in 
Australia to "wholesale clients" and "retail clients" within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Wealth 
Management Australia 
Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 19 009 145 555, holder of Australian financial services license No. 240813, which accepts responsibility for its 
contents; in Korea by Morgan 
Stanley & Co International plc, Seoul Branch; in India by Morgan Stanley India Company Private Limited; in Indonesia by PT. Morgan 
Stanley Sekuritas Indonesia; in Canada by Morgan Stanley Canada Limited, which has approved of and takes responsibility for its 
contents in Canada; in Germany and the European Economic Area where required by Morgan Stanley Europe S.E., regulated by 
Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin); in Spain by Morgan Stanley, S.V., S.A., a Morgan Stanley group company, 
which is supervised by the Spanish Securities Markets Commission (CNMV) and states that Morgan Stanley Research has been 
written and distributed in accordance with the rules of conduct applicable to financial research as established under Spanish 
regulations; in the US by Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, which accepts responsibility for its contents. Morgan Stanley & Co. International 
plc, authorized by the Prudential Regulatory Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential 
Regulatory Authority, disseminates in the UK research that it has prepared, and approves solely for the purposes of section 21 of the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, research which has been prepared by any of its affiliates. RMB Morgan Stanley Proprietary 
Limited is a member of the JSE Limited and A2X (Pty) Ltd. RMB Morgan Stanley Proprietary Limited is a joint venture owned equally 
by Morgan Stanley International Holdings Inc. and RMB Investment Advisory (Proprietary) Limited, which is wholly owned by 
FirstRand Limited. The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being disseminated by Morgan Stanley Saudi Arabia, regulated by 
the Capital Market Authority in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia , and is directed at Sophisticated investors only. The information in 
Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (DIFC Branch), regulated by the Dubai 
Financial Services Authority (the DFSA), and is directed at Professional Clients only, as defined by the DFSA. The financial products 
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or financial services to 
which this research relates will only be made available to a customer who we are satisfied meets the regulatory criteria to be a 
Professional Client. The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc 
(QFC Branch), regulated by the Qatar 
Financial Centre Regulatory Authority (the QFCRA), and is directed at business customers and market counterparties only and is not 
intended for Retail Customers as defined by the QFCRA. 
As required by the Capital Markets Board of Turkey, investment information, comments and recommendations stated here, are not 
within the scope of investment advisory activity. Investment advisory service is provided exclusively to persons based on their risk 
and income preferences by the authorized firms. Comments and recommendations stated here are general in nature. These opinions 
may not fit to your financial status, risk and return preferences. For this reason, to make an investment decision by relying solely to 
this information stated here may not bring about outcomes that fit your expectations. The following companies do business in 
countries which are generally subject to comprehensive sanctions programs administered or enforced by the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control ("OFAC") and by other countries and multi-national bodies: MasterCard Inc. The 
trademarks and service marks contained in Morgan Stanley Research are the property of their respective owners. Third-party data 
providers make no warranties or representations relating to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they provide and 
shall not have liability for any damages relating to such data. The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) was developed by 
and is the exclusive property of MSCI and S&P. Morgan Stanley Research, or any portion thereof may not be reprinted, sold or 
redistributed without the written consent of Morgan Stanley. Indicators and trackers referenced in Morgan Stanley Research may not 
be used as, or treated as, a benchmark under Regulation EU 2016/1011, or any other similar framework. 
Sheena Shah is a fixed income strategist and is not opining on equity securities. 
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